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bankruptcy or on an intestacy are governed exclusively by the
lex fort. It is the same in the case of liens. Where, for instance,
two or more persons prosecute claims against a ship that has
been arrested in England, the order in which they are entitled
to be paid is governed exclusively by English law.1
Distinction In the case of a right in rem such as a lien, however, this prin-
o" c*P'e must not ^e a^owed to obscure the rule that the substan-
ce tive right of the creditor depends upon its proper law. The
va^^ity and nature of the right must be distinguished from the
orcjer jn ^j^ jt ranks in relation to other claims. Before it can
determine the order of payment, the court must examine the
proper law of the transaction upon which the claimant relies
in order to verify the validity of the right and to establish its
precise nature. When the nature of the right is thus ascertained
the principle of procedure then comes into play and ordains that
the order of payment prescribed by English law for a right of
that particular kind shall govern.
The dis-     It would seem, however, that the courts have not consistently
tinction observed this distinction in the case of maritime liens.2 A
not consis-	.     _.     m	11	i •	r
tently relevant case is 1 he Lagusf where the correct ranking or mort-
observed gagees anc[ of the master of an Argentine ship was disputed.
The master claimed a lien for wages earned and disbursements ex-
pended in the course of several recent voyages. His right to a lien for
these sums was restricted by Argentine law to the last voyage, but by
English law it extended to all voyages made under his captaincy.
The preliminary problem, therefore, was to ascertain the extent
of the master's right. What was his substantive right? Had he
a valid lien in respect of all wages and disbursements, or only
in respect of those connected with the last voyage? The
remedial rule of the English lexfori was incapable of application
until this question of the extent of his right was determined. It
seems clear on principle that the matter should have been
determined by the law of Argentina, to which country the ship
belonged. The court, however, chose to regard the question as
purely remedial, and held in accordance with English law that
the master was entitled in priority to the mortgagees to the
whole of his wages and disbursements. An opposite decision
was given in the later case of The Colorado,* where, curiously
enough, the court professed to follow The Tagus.
1	The Uilfvrd (1858), Swa. 362, 366; The Tagus, [1903] P. 44; American
Surety Co. v* Wrightwn (1910), 16 Com, Cas, 37; The Colorado [1923] P* 102,
2	See particularly 57 l.Q.R. 409, 413-14 (Griffith Price).
3	09°33P*44-	4 [1923]?. 102.

